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Abstract 

Hypergraph is generalization of a graph, which can have an edge with more than two 

vertices. A k-partite hypergraph is a hypergraph whose vertices can be partitioned into k 

different independent sets. Any two IFk-PHGs (Intuitionistic fuzzy k-partite hypergraphs) has 

been considered and its isomorphism property is discussed in this paper. It has been proved that 

the isomorphism between two IFk-PHGs satisfies an equivalence relation and also their size and 

order are same. 

1. Introduction 

Euler was the first researcher who found graph theory in 1736. Graph 

concepts is used to solve many problems in various fields such as 

optimization techniques, computer science, number theory and algebra. 

Graph is a combination of a set of vertices V and a collection of subsets of V. 

In 1976, Berge [4] introduced the concepts of graph and hypergraph theory. 

The concept of an intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) was introduced in 1983 [3] and 

the concept of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph (IFG) introduced in 1994 [12]. The 

intuitionistic fuzzy matrix (IFM) notions and index is introduced in [1, 2]. 

The notions of fuzzy graphs and fuzzy hypergraphs was developed in [5]. 
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The concept of intuitionistic fuzzy graphs (IFGs) and intuitionistic fuzzy 

hypergraphs (IFHGs) have been examined in [8, 10]. In [7], Nagoorgani and 

Malarvizhi conferred the isomorphism between fuzzy graphs. The authors 

defined the ideas of isomorphism on fuzzy hypergraphs in [11]. R. Parvathi, 

S. Thilagavathi, K. T. Atanassov [9] refined the ideas of Isomorphism on 

Intuitionistic fuzzy directed hypergraphs. 

Finally in [6], the authors initiated the concepts of k-partite graphs in 

intuitionistic fuzzy hypergraphs. In this paper, the isomorphism between two 

intuitionistic fuzzy k-partite hypergraphs was examined with some of their 

properties. 

2. Preliminaries 

Basic definitions relating to intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS), intuitionistic 

fuzzy hypergraph (IFHG) and IFk-PHGs are discussed in this section. 

Definition 2.1 [12]. Let a set E be fixed. An intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) 

V in E is an object of the form      ,,, EvvvvV iiiiii   where the 

function  1,0:  Ei  and  1,0:  Ei  determine the degree of 

membership and the degree of non-membership of the element ,Evi   

respectively and for every     .10,  iiiii vvEv  

Definition 2.2 [8]. Consider a fixed set E and 

     VvvvvV iiiiii  |,,  be an IFS. Six types of Cartesian products of 

n subsets (crisp sets) nVVV ,,, 21   of V over E are defined as follows 
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It must be noted that jsi vv   is an IFS, where .6,5,4,3,2,1s  

Definition 2.3 [10]. An intuitionistic fuzzy hypergraph (IFHG) is an 

ordered pair EVH ,  where 

(i)  ,,,, 21 nvvvV   is a finite set of intuitionistic fuzzy vertices, 

(ii)  mEEEE ,,, 21   is a family of crisp subsets of V, 

(iii)          0,:,,  ijijijijij vvvvvE  and     ,1 ijij vv  

,,,2,1 mj   

(iv) ,,,2,1,0 mjE j   

(v)   .,,2,1,supp mjVE jj    

Here, the hyperedges jE  are crisp sets of intuitionistic fuzzy vertices, 

 ij v  and  ij v  represents the membership and non-membership degrees 
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of vertex iv  to .jE  Thus, the elements of the incidence matrix of IFHG are of 

the form     .,, jjijij vvv   The sets  EV ,  are crisp sets. 

Definition 2.4 [6]. The IFk-PHG  is an ordered triple  ,, EV  

where 

(i)  nvvvV ,,, 21   is a finite set of vertices, 

(ii)  mEEEE ,,, 21   is a family of intuitionistic fuzzy subsets of V, 

(iii)          0,:,,  ijijijijij vvvvvE  and     ,1 ijij vv  

,,,2,1 mj   

(iv) ,,,2,1,0 mjE j   

(v)   .,,2,1,supp mjVE jj    

 (vi) For all ki Ev   there exists k-disjoint hyperedge kii ,,2,1,   

no two vertices in the same hyperedge are adjacent where .0
1




k

i ikE   

3. Notations 

Throughout this chapter the following notations were considered. 

Let  denotes intuitionistic fuzzy k-partite hypergraph (IFk-PHG), then 

(i) 
ii kk  ,  represents the membership and non-membership degrees of 

the vertex  VVvi ,  such that .10 
ii kk  

(ii) 
ijij kk  ,  represents the membership and non-membership degrees 

of the edge    VVvv ji ,  such that .10 
ijij kk  That is, 

ijk  

and 
ijk  are the degrees of membership and non-membership of ith vertex in 

jth edge of . 

Note: Throughout this paper, it is assumed that the fourth cartesian 

product 
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    ,,,,min,,,, 2121444 321 nniiii vvvVVVV
n

    

  ,,,,|,,,max 221121 nnn VvVvVv    

is used to find the edge membership and non-membership .,
ijij kk   

4. Isomorphism - Basic Properties 

Definition 4.1. Let  ,, EV  be an intuitionistic fuzzy k-partite 

hypergraph. The index matrix representation of IFk-PHG is of the form 

 VVV ,  where  nvvvV ,,, 21   and 

    
ijij kk ,  

 1v  2v   nv  

1v  11  12   n1  

2v  21  22   n2  

          

nv  1n  2n   nn  

where     ,,11,01,0, nji
ijij kkij   the k-partite edge 

between two vertices iv  and jv  is indexed by .,
ijij kk   The values of 

ijij kk  ,  of an IFk-PHG can be determined by the fourth cartesian product 

from definition 2.2. 

Definition 4.2. The order of an IFk-PHG  ,, EV  is defined to be  

      


 

Viv

iikikkk
vOO .,,   

Definition 4.3. The size of an IFk-PHG  ,, EV  is defined to be 

      


 

Vjviv

jiijkijkkk
vvSS

,

, .,,  

Definition 4.4. The degree of a vertex v in an IFk-PHG,  is denoted by 
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 vd  and defined by       vdvdvd  ,  where      vdvd jk   ,  

 jk   if .jv   

Definition 4.5. Consider two IFk-PHGs  ,, EV  and 

 .,,  EV  A mapping  :f  is said to be a bijective map 

(i) if      jkik vv
ii

,  and        jkik vfvf
ii

,  then  ik v
i

   

 jk v
i

  and if             jkikjkik vfvfvv
iiii

,,,  then  ik v
i

   

 ;jk v
i

  

(ii) if      jkik vv
ii

,  then     jkik vfv
ii

  and  ik v
i


 

  jk vf
i

  for some .jv  

Definition 4.6. The Homomorphism of two IFk-PHGs  ,, EV  

and   ,, EV  is a mapping VVh :  which satisfies 

(i)          ikikikik vhvvhv
iiii

 ;  for every Vvi   and 

(ii)              jikjikjikjik vhvhvvvhvhvv
ijijijij

,,;,,   for every 

., Vvv ji   

Definition 4.7. Consider two IFk-PHGs  ,, EV  and 

 .,,  EV  An isomorphism between two IFk-PHGs  and   denoted 

by    is a bijective map VVI :  which satisfies the following 

condition  

(i)     ikkikk vIv
iiii

 ,,  and 

(ii)       jikkjikk vIvIvv
ijijijij

,,,,   for every ., Vvv ji   

Example 4.1. Let H and H   be two IFHG as shown below. 
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Figure 1. H 

 

Figure 2. H   

From this we can construct an IFk-PHG,  and .  The corresponding 

graph is shown below. 

 

Figure 3.  
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Figure 4.   

The graphs shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are isomorphic IFk-PHGs. 

Definition 4.8. The Weak isomorphism of two IFk-PHGs  ,, EV  

and   ,, EV  is defined as VVI :  is a bijective homomorphism 

that satisfies     ikkikk vIv
iiii

 ,,  for every .Vvi   

Note 1. In weak isomorphism only vertices in IFk-PHGs are equal. 

Definition 4.9. The Co-weak isomorphism of two IFk-PHGs 

 ,, EV  and   ,, EV  is defined as VVI :  is a bijective 

homomorphism that satisfies 

      jikkjikk vIvIvv
ijijijij

,,,,   for every ., Vvv ji   

Note 2. In co-weak isomorphism only partite edges in IFk-PHGs are 

equal. 

5. Isomorphism between two Intuitionistic Fuzzy k-partite 

Hypergraphs 

The index matrix representation of two isomorphic intuitionistic fuzzy k-

partite hypergraphs is analyzed in this section. 

Steps involved to identify isomorphisms between two IFk-PHGs  and 

.  

(i)  and   have same number of vertices (V) 
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(ii)  and   have same number of hyperedges (E) 

(iii)  and   have same number of disjoint sets () and 

(iv)  and   have same number of vertices with the same degrees  .d  

Let the two IFk-PHGs  6543211 ,,,,, vvvvvv  and 

 6543212 ,,,,, uuuuuu  given in Figure 5 and Figure 6 as follows. 

 

Figure 5. 1  

 

Figure 6. 2  

The index matrix of 1  is  
ijij kkV  ,,1  where 

 654321 ,,,,, vvvvvvV   and 


ijij kk ,
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 1v  2v  3v  4v  5v  6v  

1v  1,0  1,0  1,0  7.0,2.0  1,0  1,0  

2v  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  3.0,6.0  

3v  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  6.0,3.0  1,0  

4v  7.0,2.0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  

5v  1,0  1,0  6.0,3.0  1,0  1,0  1,0  

6v  1,0  3.0,6.0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  

The index matrix of 2  is  
ijij kkV  ,,2  where 

 654321 ,,,,, uuuuuuV   and 


ijij kk ,  

 1u  2u  3u  4u  5u  6u  

1u  1,0  1,0  1,0  7.0,2.0  1,0  1,0  

2u  1,0  1,0  3.0,6.0  1,0  1,0  1,0  

3u  1,0  3.0,6.0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  

4u  7.0,2.0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  

5u  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  6.0,3.0  

6u  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  6.0,3.0  1,0  

Hence the calculated value of    ii udvd  ,  are displayed below: 

       7.0,2.07.0,2.0 11  udvd   

       3.0,6.03.0,6.0 22  udvd   

       3.0,6.06.0,3.0 33  udvd   

       7.0,2.07.0,2.0 44  udvd   

       6.0,3.06.0,3.0 55  udvd   

       6.0,3.03.0,6.0 66  udvd   

       ,4141 vdvdudud    we must have either 

(i)   11 vuf   and   44 vuf   or (ii)   41 vuf   and   14 vuf   perhaps 

either will work. 

Also,        ,6232 vdvdudud    so we must have either 
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(i)   22 vuf   and   63 vuf   or (ii)   62 vuf   and   23 vuf   

Finally, since        ,5365 vdvdudud    we must have either 

(i)   35 vuf   and   56 vuf   or (ii)   55 vuf   and   36 vuf   

The mapping are .56;35;63;22;44;11   

The index matrix of 1  gives the index matrix of 2  by using this 

mapping. Using the above permutation, recalculate the index matrix by 

changing the labels of the hypergraph 2  to produce another hypergraph 

.2
  Hence the resulting index matrix of 

2  (after labeling of 2 ) becomes, 


ijij kk ,  

 1u  2u  3u  4u  5u  6u  

1u  1,0  1,0  1,0  7.0,2.0  1,0  1,0  

2u  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  3.0,6.0  

3u  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  6.0,3.0  1,0  

4u  7.0,2.0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  

5u  1,0  1,0  6.0,3.0  1,0  1,0  1,0  

6u  1,0  3.0,6.0  1,0  1,0  1,0  1,0  

which is same as 1  Hence .21    

6. Some properties of isomorphism on IFk-PHGs 

In this section, the properties of isomorphism on IFk-PHGs are discussed 

by using order, size and degree of . It has also been proved that 

isomorphism between IFk-PHGs preserves an equivalence relation. 

Theorem 6.1. In any two isomorphic IFk-PHGs, their size and order are 

same. 

Proof. If  :I  is an isomorphism between the IFk-PHGs  and 

  with the underlying sets V and V   respectively, then 

    ikkikk vIv
iiii

 ,,
 
 for every .Vvi   
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Also,       jikkjikk vIvIvv
ijijijij

,,,, 
 
for every ., Vvv ji   

We know that 

    
kk

OO  ,  

 




Vv

ikk

i

ii
v,  

  




Vv

ikk

i

ii
vI,  

    kk
O ,  

  O  

Similarly,     
kk

SS  ,  

 




Vvv

jikk

ji

ijij
vv

,

,,  

    




Vvv

jikk

ji

ijij
vIvI

,

,,  

    kk
S ,  

  S  

Hence, their order and size are same. 

Corollary 6.1. If order and size of the two IFk-PHG are same then it is 

not necessary that they are isomorphic. 

Theorem 6.2. In any two weak isomorphic IFk-PHGs, their order are 

same, but the converse part need not be true. 

Proof. Consider two IFk-PHGs  and .  Given that  and   are 

weak isomorphic. 

(i.e.)     ikkikk vIv
iiii

 ,,
 

for every ,Vvi   where I is a 

mapping from .VV   
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We know that 

    
kk

OO  ,  

 




Vv

ikk

i

ii
v,  

  




Vv

ikk

i

ii
vI,  

    kk
O ,  

  O  

This shows that order is same. 

On the other hand, assume that      OO  

(i.e.)     




Vv

ikk

Vv

ikk

i

ii

i

ii
vIv ,,  

But it is not necessary that     ikkikk vIv
iiii

 ,,  

Hence, the IFk-PHGs of same order need not be weak isomorphic. 

Example for the above theorem: Let  87654321 ,,,,,,, vvvvvvvv   

and  87654321 ,,,,,,, vvvvvvvv   be two IFk-PHGs as shown in Figure 

7 and Figure 8 respectively. 

 

Figure 7.  
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Figure 8.   

Remark 6.1. In any two co-weak isomorphic IFk-PHGs, their sizes are 

same. But the converse part need not be true. 

Theorem 6.3. If  and   are isomorphic IFk-PHGs then the value of 

 ivd  are same. 

Proof. Let VVI :  be isomorphic of  onto .  Then by 

isomorphism definition,       jikkjikk vIvIvv
ijijijij

,,,,   for every 

., Vvv ji   

   jkivd   if jiv   

 jk   

  ivId  

Similarly,    jkivd   if jiv   

 jk   

  ivId  

Hence, the degrees of their vertices are same. 

Corollary 6.2. Converse of the above theorem need not be true. 

(i.e.) if the degree of vertices of two IFk-PHGs are same then the two IFk-PHGs 

need not be isomorphic. 
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Example: 

 

Figure 9.  

 

Figure 10.   

Theorem 6.4. Isomorphism between IFk-PHGs satisfies an equivalence 

relation. 

Proof. Let      ,,,,, EVEV   and   ,, EV  be an 

IFk-PHGs. 

(i) Reflexive: 

Consider the identity map ,: VVh   such that   ,ii vvh   for every 

.Vvi   This h is an bijective map which satisfies  ikk v
ii

 ,
 

  ,, ikk vh
ii

  for every  .Vvi   

Also,       jikkjikk vhvhvv
ijijijij

,,,,   for every ., Vvv ji   
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Hence, h is an isomorphism of an IFk-PHG onto itself. 

(ii) Symmetric: 

Let VVh :  and   Vvvvh iii  ,  be an isomorphism of  onto   

satisfying, 

    ikkikk vhv
iiii

 ,,
 
for every .Vvi   

Also,       jikkjikk vhvhvv
ijijijij

,,,,   for every ., Vvv ji   

From   ,ii vvh 
 
we have   ii vvh 1

 
for every .Vvi   

Therefore,     ikkikk vvh
iiii

  ,, 1
 for every .Vvi   

      jikkjikk vvvhvh
ijijijij

  ,,,, 11

 
for every ., Vvv ji   

This implies that VVh  :1
 is a bijective map and .   

(iii) Transitive: 

Let the two isomorphisms be VVh :  and VVg :  of the IFk-

PHGs,  onto   and   onto    respectively. Then we need to prove that 

 hg   is a 1-1, onto map from V to V   where       ii vhgvhg   for every 

.Vvi   

As h is an isomorphism we have   ii vvh   for every .Vvi   

Also,     ikkikk vhv
iiii

 ,,
 
for every .Vvi   

      jikkjikk vhvhvv
ijijijij

,,,, 
 
for every ., Vvv ji   

Using   ii vvh 
 
we have, 

   ikkikk vv
iiii

 ,,
 

   .,,,, jikkjikk vvvv
ijijijij

  

As g is an isomorphism from V   to V   we have   Vvvvg iii  ,
 
and 
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    ikkikk vgv
iiii

   ,,
 
for all .Vvi   

      jikkjikk vgvgvv
ijijijij

 ,,,,
 
for every ., Vvv ji   

Using the above equations and also by using   Vvvvh iii  ,
 
we get, 

     ,,,, ikkikkikk vvv
iiiiii

  
 
for all .Vvi   

     ,,, ikkikk vhgv
iiii

    for every .Vvi   

Also,    jikkjikk vvvv
ijijijij

 ,,,,
 

    ,,, jikk vgvg
ijij


 
for every Vvv ji ,  

      ,,, jikk vhgvhg
ijij

  for every ., Vvv ji   

Therefore hg   is an isomorphism between  and .  Hence 

isomorphism between IFk-PHGs preserves equivalence relation. 

Theorem 6.5. Any two IFk-PHGs with weak isomorphism satisfies the 

partial order relation. 

Proof. Let    ,,,,,,   EVEV   and  ,,,  EV  be an 

IFk-PHGs. 

(i) Reflexive: 

Let the identity map be VVh :  such that   ,ii vvh   for every 

.Vvi   This h is an bijective map which satisfies  ikk v
ii

 ,  

  ,, ikk vh
ii

  for every .Vvi   

Also,       jikkjikk vhvhvv
ijijijij

,,,, 
 
for all ., Vvv ji   

Hence, h is a weak isomorphism of an IFk-PHG to itself. 

Hence  is weak isomorphic to itself. 

(ii) Anti Symmetric: 

Let h be weak isomorphic between  and   and let g be weak 
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isomorphic between   and . (i.e.) VVh :  is a bijective map 

  Vvvvh iii  ,  satisfying 

    ikkikk vhv
iiii

 ,,
 
for every .Vvi   

Also,       jikkjikk vhvhvv
ijijijij

,,,,   for every Vvv ji ,  

and VVg :  is a bijective map satisfying 

    ikkikk vgv
iiii

 ,,
 
for every .Vvi   

Also,       jikkjikk vgvgvv
ijijijij

 ,,,,
 
for every ., Vvv ji   

The above inequalities implies that  and   are identical. 

(iii) Transitive: 

Let VVh :  and VVg :  be two weak isomorphism of the IFk-

PHGs,  onto   and   onto    respectively. Then we need to prove that 

hg   is a 1-1, onto map from V to V   where       ii vhgvhg   for every 

.Vvi   

As h is a weak isomorphism we have   ii vvh   for every .Vvi   

Also,     ikkikk vhv
iiii

 ,,  for every .Vvi   

      jikkjikk vhvhvv
ijijijij

,,,,   for every ., Vvv ji   

As g is a weak isomorphism from V   to V   we have   Vvvvg iii  ,   

and 

    ikkikk vgv
iiii

   ,,
 
for every .Vvi   

      jikkjikk vgvgvv
ijijijij

 ,,,,
 
for every Vvv ji  ,  

Using the above equations we get, 

     ikkikkikk vvv
iiiiii

   ,,,
 
for every .Vvi   

     ,,, ikkikk vhgv
iiii

    for every Vvi   
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Also,    jikkjikk vvvv
ijijijij

 ,,,,
 

    jikk vgvg
ijij

 ,,
 
for every Vvv ji  ,  

      jikk vhgvhg
ijij

,, 
 
for every Vvv ji ,  

Therefore hg   is a weak isomorphism between  and .  Thus 

transitivity is satisfied and it is weak isomorphic. Hence it satisfies partial 

order relation. 

7. Conclusion 

The concept of isomorphism plays a vital role in graph theory. A bijective 

correspondence which preserves adjacent relationship between vertex sets of 

two IFk-PHGs. The size, degree and order of the vertices of the isomorphic 

IFk-PHGs are discussed and some of its properties are also analyzed and 

extended in the index matrix representation. It is verified that there exists 

an equivalence relation between all isomorphic IFk-PHGs and partial order 

relation for all weak isomorphic IFk-PHGs. 
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